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North Korea: Every day is Earth Day!North Korea: Every day is Earth Day!



Arctic surface air temperature compared with total solar irradiance as measured by 

sunspot cycle amplitude, sunspot cycle length, solar equatorial rotation rate, fraction of 

penumbral spots, and decay rate of the 11-year sunspot cycle . Solar irradiance 

correlates well with Arctic temperature, while hydrocarbon use does not correlate.



Surface temperatures in the Sargasso Sea, a 2 million square mile region of the Atlantic Ocean, with 

time resolution of 50 to 100 years and ending in 1975, as determined by isotope ratios of marine 

organism remains in sediment at the bottom of the sea. The horizontal line is the average 

temperature for this 3,000-year period. The Little Ice Age and Medieval Climate Optimum were 

naturally occurring, extended intervals of climate departures from the mean. A value of 0.25 °C, 

which is the change in Sargasso Sea temperature between 1975 and 2006, has been added to the 

1975 data in order to provide a 2006 temperature value.

3000 Years of Temperature Data3000 Years of Temperature Data





Cutting U.S. Emissions Would Make Little DifferenceCutting U.S. Emissions Would Make Little Difference
(In Million Metric Tons)(In Million Metric Tons) Source: U.S. Energy Information AdministrationSource: U.S. Energy Information Administration
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Annual number of strong-to-violent category F3 to F5 tornados during the March-to-August 

tornado season in the U.S. between 1950 and 2006. U.S. National Climatic Data Center, U.S. 

Department of Commerce 2006 Climate Review. During this period, world hydrocarbon use 

increased 6-fold, while violent tornado frequency decreased by 43%.

US Tornados 1950US Tornados 1950--20062006



Annual number of Atlantic hurricanes that made land fall between 1900 and 2006. 

Line is drawn at mean value.

Atlantic Hurricanes 1900Atlantic Hurricanes 1900--20062006



Average length of 169 glaciers from 1700 to 2000. The principal source of melt energy is 

solar radiation. Variations in glacier mass and length are primarily due to temperature and 

precipitation. This melting trend lags the temperature increase by about 20 years, so it pre -

dates the 6-fold in crease in hydrocarbon use even more than shown in the figure. 

Hydrocarbon use could not have caused this shortening trend.

Glacial Trends 1700Glacial Trends 1700--20002000



Global sea level measured by surface gauges between 1807 and 2002 and by 

satellite between 1993 and 2006. Satellite measurements are shown in gray and 

agree with tide gauge measurements. The overall trend is an increase of 7 inches per 

century. Intermediate trends are 9, 0, 12, 0, and 12 inches per century, respectively. 

This trend lags the temperature increase, so it predates the increase in hydrocarbon 

use even more than is shown. It is unaffected by the very large increase in 

hydrocarbon use.

Global Sea Level 1800Global Sea Level 1800--20062006



Fully Funded MandatesFully Funded Mandates
(aka Renewable Portfolios)(aka Renewable Portfolios)

►►At whose expense?At whose expense?

►►What are the actual, total costs?What are the actual, total costs?



Renewable Portfolio Standard Policies..
www.dsireusa.org / March 2013.

29 states,+ 
Washington DC and 2 

territories,have
Renewable Portfolio 

Standards
(8 states and 2 territories have 
renewable portfolio goals).

29 states,+ 
Washington DC and 2 

territories,have
Renewable Portfolio 

Standards
(8 states and 2 territories have 
renewable portfolio goals).



KansasKansas’’ SelfSelf--Imposed MandatesImposed Mandates

►► HB 2369 (2009):10% by 2011, 15% by 2015, 20% by HB 2369 (2009):10% by 2011, 15% by 2015, 20% by 
20202020

►► Installed wind capacity at the end 2012 is 2,712 MWInstalled wind capacity at the end 2012 is 2,712 MW

►► KCPL and Westar are very close to meeting the 15% KCPL and Westar are very close to meeting the 15% 
mandatemandate

►► Other utilities, including Sunflower Electric Power, have Other utilities, including Sunflower Electric Power, have 
already met the 2020 mandate.already met the 2020 mandate.





LevelizedLevelized Electricity Costs: 2016Electricity Costs: 2016
Source: U.S. Energy Information AdministrationSource: U.S. Energy Information Administration

►► LevelizedLevelized production costs per production costs per mWhmWh in tax regime in tax regime 

providing no investment preferences:providing no investment preferences:

�� Natural gas:Natural gas: 63.163.1

�� Natural gas (with CCS)Natural gas (with CCS) 89.389.3 (+42%)(+42%)

�� Coal:Coal: 94.894.8 (+ 50 %)(+ 50 %)

�� Clean coal (with CCS):Clean coal (with CCS): 136.2136.2 (+116 %)(+116 %)

�� Nuclear:Nuclear: 113.9113.9 (+81%)(+81%)

�� Onshore Wind:Onshore Wind: 145.5145.5 (+131%) 23% capacity(+131%) 23% capacity

�� Offshore Wind:Offshore Wind: 361.8361.8 (+474%) 23% capacity(+474%) 23% capacity

�� Solar thermal:Solar thermal: 311.8311.8 (+394 %)(+394 %)

�� Solar photovoltaic:Solar photovoltaic: 210.7210.7 (+234 %)(+234 %)







The problem is can you get the American people to say this is really 
important and force their representatives to do the right thing? That 
requires mobilizing a citizenry.

That requires them understanding what is at stake, and climate change is a great 
example.

…under my plan of a cap and trade system, electricity rates would
necessarily skyrocket…even regardless of what I say about whether coal 
is good or bad, because I’m capping greenhouse gasses, coal power 
plants, natural gas…you name it…whatever the plants were, whatever 
the industry was, they would have to retro-fit their operations. 
That will cost money…they will pass that money on to the consumers.

Read more: http://newsbusters.org/blogs/kerry-
picket/2008/11/02/obama-energy-prices-will-

skyrocket#ixzz2QmqKUSI3



Federal Electricity Subsidies Federal Electricity Subsidies 
Source: U.S. Energy Information AdministrationSource: U.S. Energy Information Administration



StateState--byby--State ComparisonState Comparison

StateState PricePrice % % RenRen KS SavingsKS Savings Per KS HsPer KS Hs

KSKS 9.249.24 77 -- --

MOMO 8.548.54 11 $280 mil.$280 mil. $250$250

NENE 8.398.39 11 $340 mil.$340 mil. $300$300

OKOK 7.527.52 11 $690 mil.$690 mil. $600$600



But What about Green Jobs?But What about Green Jobs?



SpainSpain’’s Economys Economy

In February 2012 SpainIn February 2012 Spain’’s government s government 

announced that it can no longer afford to announced that it can no longer afford to 

subsidize renewable power and is halting all subsidize renewable power and is halting all 

subsidies.subsidies.



UK EconomyUK Economy

A 2011 study by Verso Economics found A 2011 study by Verso Economics found 

that renewable energy mandates in the UK that renewable energy mandates in the UK 

killed 3.7 jobs for every 1 job created.killed 3.7 jobs for every 1 job created.



YesterdayYesterday’’s News from the EUs News from the EU



What Can You Do?What Can You Do?

►►Spread the truth Spread the truth –– COCO22 is NOT the culpritis NOT the culprit

►►Fight back against rising electricity costsFight back against rising electricity costs

►►Force the EPA to conduct REAL cost Benefit Force the EPA to conduct REAL cost Benefit 

analysisanalysis

►►Convince your State Representative and Convince your State Representative and 

your State Senator that this reality mattersyour State Senator that this reality matters



Thank you very much,Thank you very much,

Any Questions?Any Questions?





Keystone XLKeystone XL


